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Russ serves as Aon Investments’ Global Chief Investment Officer (CIO). As 
Global CIO, Russ manages our investment manager research teams in 
equities, fixed income, liquid alternatives, private equity, infrastructure, and 
private credit; the Global Asset Allocation Team; and our discretionary client 
portfolio management teams. Russ also serves as the lead strategist for 
several of the firm’s largest retainer clients and has advised on over $1 
trillion in client assets over the course of his career. He previously led the 
development of our alternatives investment capabilities and our U.S. Client 
Solutions team. 

 

Russ led the repositioning of our OCIO platform from an investment consulting to an asset management 
implementation approach. Modifying and enhancing the investment approach of Aon Investments’ 
individual strategies and multi-asset class total portfolios to focus on sourcing unique strategies and our 
highest-conviction investment managers. Additionally, he led the launch of an Opportunistic Credit 
Strategy to take advantage of dislocations across the credit spectrum during COVID induced market 
volatility in the spring of 2020. 

 

Russ assisted the U.S.’s largest retirement system, an $800 billion public fund defined contribution plan, 
in completing a comprehensive investment program review, which included evaluating the 
appropriateness of adding new asset classes/fund types and assisting with a strategic investment 
operations review. He also completed a benchmarking and best practices review of Mexico’s $180 billion 
and 55 million participant National Retirement System. Russ has worked with multiple billion dollar plus 
clients in conducting searches for U.S. equity, international equity, fixed income, and alternative 
investment managers, including infrastructure, real estate, and private equity.  

 
Russ’ expertise includes strategic investment policy advice, portfolio structure implementation, risk 
management, investment manager research, and alternative investments. 
 

Russ holds a B.S. from Northern Illinois University in finance and an M.B.A. from DePaul University’s 
Kellstadt Graduate School of Business.  

 

He is a frequent speaker on the topic of institutional investor trends, alternative investments, and the 
evolution of the investment and investment management consulting industry at industry conferences. 


